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Cover Image: ANDREW ROBINSON
F/

16 ISO100 0.4 SEC | 18 MM

Sunset at Spoon Bay Central Coast

DRILL INSTRUCTOR'S MEMO
Welcome to t he fort h issue of
Photo BootCamp Magazine!
Another amazing month inside Photo BootCamp
Academy (my awesome membership) with 2811
positive, helpful comments on members images.
I'm so grateful for all the activity!
BootCamp Membership Doubled: It's only been 5
months since I started BootCamp and already the
membership has doubled. I wanted to thank all the
"founding members" who have helped make
BootCamp the "funnest" place to learn photography.
Also a big welcome to all the new members - don't
forget to take action - post your challenge images,
get positive feedback, learn and become featured in
next months magazine.
In This Issue: The GOLDEN HOUR is that time around
sunrise and sunset that us photographers love. It's
when the light is magical - and when we create
images that make people go "WOW !"

Brent Mail

That's why we refer to ourselves as "light chasers"
because we are constantly chasing this golden hour
light.
Sit back and enjoy all the amazing images from
BootCamp members in this edition I think you'll be
impressed!

l ig h t :
GOLDEN HOUR

L IGHT: GOL DEN HOUR

"A kind of golden hour one
remembers for a lifetime...
Everything was touched with magic."
- Margaret Bourke- White

L IGHT: GOL DEN HOUR
Have you ever noticed that some of the most stunning landscape photos are of sunrise and sunset? They
are indeed two of the most photographed times of day.
And for good reason.
The light at these two times of day is unlike any other time. It takes on an etheric, almost magical quality and
is considered the holy grail of light for photographers.
In this month's article, you'll learn more about these coveted times of day and the importance of getting out
there and being ready for it!
Golden Hour - The Holy Grail of Light
The term ?golden hour?refers first to the quality of the light and second, to the time it?s available to us twice
each day.
W hen you see photos of sunrise or sunset, you?ll notice one common characteristic between them all - the
light is literally golden in appearance. There's physics behind it, but in short, because the sun is low on the
horizon at these times of day and the way the light waves react in the atmosphere, it creates the red, yellow,
and orange hues that give the landscape it?s golden appearance. The quality of light is very warm, imparting
a sense of calm and peace.
But it doesn?t last long! Generally speaking, you have approximately an hour, give or take depending on
conditions, around sunrise and again around sunset to capture the magic. You will notice that the light
changes rapidly and goes from hard to soft (or vice versa) in only moments.

L IGHT: GOL DEN HOUR
Golden Hour Versat ilit y
The golden hour is a great time for both landscape and portrait photography.
Here are some tips for shooting the golden hour for landscapes:
- Be ready before and after the actual sunrise and sunset times. Again, light changes quickly so you
want to be prepared.
- Check the forecast and look for some clouds if possible. Clouds reflect the changing colors and they
last a lot longer. Not to mention they reflect stunning colors that you wouldn't see otherwise.
- You may need to shoot in HDR (high dynamic range) to capture the proper details in both the
highlights and shadows
Shooting portraits during the golden hour is extremely challenging, but is worth the effort. The golden cast
makes people look truly spectaclular! Some tips to keep in mind are:
- Expose for the sunrise/ sunset background
- Use a flash to ?fill? your subject (foreground), otherwise you?ll end up with a silhouette - which can be
pretty darn cool in their own right if that's the look you're going for.
- Wait until the light is softer, just before sunrise or after sunset, when you won?t need a flash
Summary
As photographers, we?re truly light chasers. And the golden hour is the holy grail of light. It can be
challenging to shoot at this time of day, but it creates some of the most beautiful and pleasing photographs
you?ll ever see.
If you?d like to see more examples and learn even more about this and other ways to improve your
photography today, join Photo BootCamp Academy. All the images in this magazine are taken by members
of the Academy, demonstrating the beauty of the magical golden hour. Not only will you learn from the
classes themselves, the members share their experience and inspiration in a supportive, encouraging forum
and would love to have you be a part of this growing group of photographers.

M EM BERS
IM AGES

Photographer: D EN IS O 'B Y RN E
Country: IRELAND
F/

8 0.3SEC ISO800 | 200 MM
I have only played around with this Golden
Hour Photography so I am expecting to pick
up plenty of knowledge from all the experts
out there. Last night 30th May these Skies
appeared over my Back Garden. Ran up
grabbed the camera and shot. No clear plan
in mind. Objective - Capture the skyline as
best I could. From a scenic point of view they
are nothing to write home about, but hell I
have to start somewhere.

Feedback: B REN T M A IL
Country: AUSTRALIA
Wow those colours rock - I can see why you
ran to grab your camera. I'm like that too
when nature puts on a show. As for this image
I think you captured it well. A few things:
Underexpose your entire scene by a stop or
two if you're using evaluative metering mode
- that way you won't overexpose the sky. Also
this image would have been even better with
a little more roof line on the right, maybe
even a panorama crop.

Photographer: J U DY W A RD
Country: C A N A D A
F/

25 1/ 25SEC ISO1600 | 70 MM

This was taken in the natural grassland park near
my suburb last night. I had hoped to photograph
deer, but they were not to be seen where I
walked. The path took me through a small,
shaded forest and the light on the edge of the
trees, dried grass seed heads, and new grass
caught my attention. I liked the way the trees
framed the scene which looks through to the
Rocky Mountains on the far horizon.

Feedback: D EN IS O 'B Y RN E
Country: I REL A N D
Judy, this reminds for some reason of the W izard
of Oz. It is lovely, well composed and balanced
and for me has a story to tell.

Photographer: K ERRIE C L A RK E
Country: AUSTRALIA

Feedback: A M B ER P A L L A S - B RU N T
Country: USA

CANON EFS | F/ 11 1/ 250 SEC ISO100 | 116 MM

What a mesmerizing shot! How fortunate that
you were able to capture this fantastic display of
Mother Nature.

I took this image a couple of weeks ago looking
into the Yarra valley, about 10 minutes from my
house. It was just after sunrise. It's a huge Valley,
filled with vineyards and various other
agricultural pursuits. The low fog was so heavy,
and the light was just to die for. I took a lot of
shots, many of them much wider than this.

Photographer: N IC K E L L IS
Country: A U ST RA L IA
F/

2.8 1/ 40 SEC ISO100 | 24MM

Sometimes in the city we have to accept what is
dished up. Sunrise this morning at about 6:45 (when
I'm usually firing up the toaster!) Sorry about the
power lines but they're needed to run the toaster.
Anyway I've left them because, well, I have. Next
time I'll take about 20 odd steps down the street
and not have those close ones - though they do
frame the main POI.

Feedback: C H RIST IN E R O C H ER
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Wow! It has a burnt toast kind of feel to it Nick!
W hat lovely colours, pinky oranges. And in this
case the lines do indeed add to the picture,
leading you to the POI. Great shot!

Photographer: P ET ER B RO DY
Country: U SA
F/

22 1/ 25SEC ISO100 | 18 MM

This is a photo of sunset at the beach in
Puerto Vallarta. The sculpture is an angel
with wings. She gets to see the gorgeous sun
setting every night !! My Tamron lens created
the lens flare.

Feedback: V A L ERIE W
Country: U SA

O RT H EN

Great capture! The sun flare really
creates a dramatic effect. Love it.

Photographer: CHRISTINE ROCHER
Country: AUSTRALIA
F/

2.8 1/ 250 SEC | 200 MM

As it has been raining and raining and raining.. I
thought I would share picture I took back in Oct
2017. It was a portrait workshop with a face
painter and model location - the salt pans,
unfortunately they were dry so no reflections,
gusts of wind but beautiful golden light. Actually
the sky was literally on fire!

Feedback: M A RT IN H U L L
Country: U SA
I like the way the light is shining through the
feathers and yet the detail can still be seen. Great
shot. :)

Photographer: P ET ER B RO DY
Country: U SA
F/

2.8 1/ 125SEC ISO25 | 6.6 MM
This was a sunset in my neighborhood a few
months ago after a 24 inch snowstorm. The sky was
still angry with us. Taken with my iPhone.

Feedback: J U DY W A RD
Country: C A N A D A
Peter, I really like the sunset colours
showing through the tree branches. The
sun is so low! Very interesting. Well done.

BEFORE

Photographer: C H RIST IA N P IRO N
Country: B ELGIU M
f/ 5.6 1/ 160sec ISO400 | 108mm
W ith this photo I tried to catch a windmill in the
golden hour with sunset. Those windmills
represent the new trees in the landscape. It was
shot handheld.

Feedback: N IC K E L L IS
Country: A U ST RA L IA
I think the second image has more impact. Great
silhouette and the sunset colours are superb.

AFTER

Photographer: C H RIST IN E R O C H ER
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Went totally left field with this crop....but i like it. This
is from a collection of autumn leave images i have
called 'Natures Palette'

Feedback: L EILA GONZALEZ SULLIVAN
Country: USA
Love your images that catch the details of nature
as here with the leaf veins. W hen I was a kid we
always pressed leaves between wax paper
sheets and got this kind of effect, but never in a
frameable image such as this. Kudos.

Photographer: SARA O'BRIEN
Country: USA
F/

5.3 1/ 60 SEC ISO200 | 58 MM

This is my latest golden hour photo. I
decided to try to get the sun through a
lantern. I like how it turned out.

Feedback: T ERRI C A RR
Country: USA
W hat a clever POV. I love the beam of light
shining upward from the center and the
starburst in the center. Very creative ;)

Photographer: A M B ER P A L L A S - B RU N T
Country: U SA
F/

5 1/ 250 SEC

This is an image taken at sunrise at Lake Tepako in New Zealand a couple of
years back. The burst of colors coming over the mountains was just
breathtaking. Like others, the golden hour tends to allude me though I do love
it. I hope to capture some new images soon! In the meantime I'll start here.

Feedback: B REN D A P OT T S
Country: U SA
Lovely panorama, and great timing on the light! You might be able
to pull event more focus to the orange mountains by darkening
the lower third a little.

Photographer: BARBARA GILBERT
Country: USA
F/

5.3 1/ 60 SEC ISO200 | 58 MM

Finally got a semi sunset today at our Amateur
Radio Field day here in Cambridge, MD. This
town sits on the Choptank river.

Feedback: P H IL L B IRD
Country: USA
Well done, Barbara. Love the composition of this
shot with strong foreground and the colors in the
distance. Interesting effect with the slow shutter
speed.

Photographer: EREZ SHILAT
Country: ISRAEL
F/

6.3 1/ 125SEC ISO100 | 135MM
We don't have nice sunsets lately and the
sunrise is much too early in this season, so here
is an sunrise image from few years ago, in April
so not too early.

Feedback: K ERRIE C L A RK E
Country: USA
Really lovely shot Erez. I really like those
patches of light in the low cloud.

Photographer: H IL A RY W
Country: A U ST RA L IA

RIGH T

APS-C NEX 7 | F/ 4 1/ 60 SEC ISO320 | 20 MM
This is one of my favourite sunset images,
taken a few years ago. It was at a campsite
near Kununurra in the north of WA.
Unfortunately at home I don?t get much
chance of sunsets as we are surrounded by
tall trees, and just over the top of the
escarpment on the eastern side. At least an
hour before sunset the ground is already in
shadow. The sun goes down behind both
the trees and the escarpment!

Feedback: C H RIST IN E R O C H ER
Country: A U ST RA L IA
This is a fabulous shot Hilary from a
spectacular part of our great state of
Western Australia. You have captured the
very essence of the Kimberley Region.
can see why its your favourite. :)

BEFORE
Photographer: T ERRI C A RR
Country: U SA
F/

5.0 1/ 125SEC ISO640

Here we go again. I love this project. ;) Harbor
at Lake Hefner on the East W harf in
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Early morning
around 650am at sunrise. Quiet time for me
to walk my dogs and enjoy the area without a
lot of people around.

AFTER
Feedback: B REN D A P OT T S
Country: USA
Beautiful! My eye keeps going to the
orange umbrellas. Perhaps you can
mute the color on them just a bit.

Photographer: L O N E H AU B ERG J EN SEN
Country: DENMARK
F/

5.6 1/ 160 SEC ISO200 | 70 MM

This picture was taken in the autumn 2017 - I was out
taking picture while the sun was rising, and this is one
of my favourite.

Feedback: R A L PH G RIM SH AW
Country: U SA
Dew drops on the apple are great, focus
is good, background bokeh fits well, well
done. Really enjoy this photo.

Photographer: LY N N E M U RPH Y
Country: C A N A D A

Feedback: E L IZ A B ET H C H IA N G
Country: USA

F/

You could use a radial filter over the boat to
lighten the boat and make it stand out more from
the background. Try playing with adjusting the
highlights/ shadows/ contrast with the radial filter
over the boat.

5.6 1/ 30 SEC ISO100 | 50 MM
I wanted to bring out the light on the boat but not
sure how to do so in LR. This was taken Perhaps
my ISO should have been higher . Any suggestion
appreciated.

Photographer: R A C H EL G IL M O U R
Country: A U ST RA L IA
A bit less red. I really love this area.

Feedback: C H RIST IN E R O C H ER
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Beautiful serene shot, even though the
clouds look ominous. It looks very peaceful
and the colour is magnificent!

Photographer: A L EX C O O K
Country: N EW Z EA L A N D
F/

9 1/ 50 SEC ISO100 | 24MM
A mix of sun and mist, Saturday morning at the
boat ramp. I like how it gradually fades from sharp
sunny focus to soft indistinct mist. The kayak
provides a splash of colour and a good focal point
and I really like the detail in the stone wall, and
how the tree appears to be growing out of it. Taken
about 35 minutes after sunrise.

Feedback: J A N IC E C H EN
Country: A U ST RA L IA
I love the warm colours. The curved
sharply focused stone wall leads my eyes
to the red kayak, the background faded
nicely in the mist. Lovely capture.

Photographer: A N D REW R O B IN SO N
Country: A U ST RA L IA
F/

15 1/ 6 SEC ISO100 | 24MM
My last post for this challenge, Long Jetty
again.

Feedback: J U DY W A RD
Country: C A N A D A
W hat a lovely shot. Those reflections are to
die for. I like the way the pier leads to the
sunset and that you have people walking
along it to help give perspective. Horizon
maybe not quite straight? Good job getting

Photographer: A N N A B L A C K
Country: P O RT U GA L
CANON EOS 1000D | F/ 11 1/ 50 SEC ISO400 | 20 MM
This is Guincho beach, on the west coast of
Portugal. W hen I saw the sun was going down with
some nice clouds in the sky I raced to the beach to
take some shots. Didn't have much time to look for
good angles, and the beach itself was full of ugly
posts and parasols and things, so used these dunes
to hide it! Need to do a recce in advance some day
to find the best angles (and where to park) so that
when the moment comes I know exactly where to
go.

Feedback: C H RIST IN E R O C H ER
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Gorgeous shot Anna. Good composition, and I like
that you have used the dunes as your foreground
here. Love the sun rays through the clouds too!

Photographer: R O M Y V IL L A N U EVA
Country: U SA
SONY A7RII | F/ 4 | 105MM
This is my first sunrise shot of Borobudur temple in
Yogyakarta. It was a long climb up and at my senior
age I never imagined I could reach the top. I was
lucky my camera shake did not get in the way.
There was no place to set up a tripod as the place
was teeming with tourists even before sunrise. I had
to lean on one of the stupas to steady my hands.

Feedback: B REN D A P OT T S
Country: U SA
Stunning capture, especially as you said there were
people nearby. Wonderful colors and leading lines.

Photographer: A N N ET T E H A L LO RA N
Country: A U ST RA L IA
F/

8 1/ 30 SEC ISO400 | 230 MM

Hello this is my second entry for June. I wanted
to get a brilliant sunset and finally succeeded
in the East Macdonnell Ranges, NT.

Feedback: C H RIST IN E R O C H ER
Country: A U ST RA L IA
W hoa! Love the passion in this one. The
abstract feel takes it to another level! Well
done! Quite a unique approach with the almost
double exposure on the trees and sky. :)

FEATURED
ARTIST

F E A T UR E D
IM A G E

Feedback: DAVID ROBINSON
Country: SPAIN
Nice capture John, you have perfectly
achieved the rule of thirds, lovely colours in
the sky and I like the birds wading in the
water.

J O H N D O N N EL LY
A U S T R A L IA

GETTING TO KNOW
OUR FEA TURED A RTIST:
Br en t : What sparked your original interest in photography?
How did you get started?
Joh n : I have always had an interest in photography but never
really took it up. About 18 months ago with the encouragement

JO H N A U ST RA L IA
D O N N EL LY

of my wife (I am now 77yrs of age) I brought my first digital
camera Fuji XT10.
Br en t : How do you educate yourself to improve your
photography skills?
Joh n : I mainly learnt from iTunes and of course from Brent's
Boot Camp.
Br en t : Which photographers influenced you, and how did they influence your thinking, photographing, and career
path?
Joh n : The photographer that influenced me is English photographer ' Mullins'. He showed me to look for emotion in
everything you see.

PH O T O G RA PH ER J O H N D O N N E L L Y

Br en t : What is the most challenging photo you?ve ever taken and how did you overcome those challenges?
Joh n : Every photo to me is a challenge because I like to look for the unusual that for some reason appeals.
Br en t : What is it you hope to express to your audience with your photography? What is your strategy for
accomplishing that goal?
Joh n : I guess it would it would be to feel the same as did when taking the image. To take the best photo you can.
Br en t : What advice would you give to someone just starting on their photography adventure?
Joh n : Learn from YouTube and anywhere else you can and don't be afraid to take risks and experiment. Learn to
know your camera.
Br en t : What are your grand photography dreams?
Joh n : To take the best I can and share.

PH O T O G RA PH ER J O H N D O N N E L L Y

Br en t : What inspires and motivates you to continue taking pictures?
Joh n : The love of taking pictures.
Br en t : Tell us about this image (the featured image): What was the inspiration behind it? What was your
process to get it? How did you do the post processing?
Joh n : The inspiration was Brent golden hour month. The process was to get out of bed early get to the beach
before dawn then wait for nature to happen and position myself to my gut feeling. I used Google Nik for post
processing with Photoshop.
Br en t : How can people find you on the web?
Joh n : I have never really thought about how people can contact me. I guess on my Email.

PH O T O G RA PH ER J O H N D O N N E L L Y

PH O T O G RA PH ER J O H N D O N N E L L Y

M EM BERS
IM AGES

Feedback: H IL A RY W
Country: A U ST RA L IA

RIGH T

That is a lovely shot Chris. We have
had lots of sunsets, but this is a
beautiful change - proud parents and
their very cuddly chicks enjoying the
evening sun. Great one!!!!!

Photographer: C H RIST IN E D O M IN GO
Country: U SA
F/

5.6 1/ 250 SEC ISO100 | 120 MM

Not entirely sure this counts as golden hour photography, it was right as the sun was setting. Of
course when I want a beautiful orange sky, there is not one to be found so instead I
photographed my neighborhood Canadian geese. Here they had some goslings and they were all
drinking out of a watering hole that you can't quite see. There is some golden light on them.

Photographer: D AV ID R O B IN SO N
Country: SPAIN
Sitting watching the sun go down on Anna Maria
Island. Sun is blown out again. I tried to fix this in
post processing but failed miserably. Any tips or
tricks to fix this properly would be appreciated.

Feedback: D EN IS O 'B Y RN E
Country: I REL A N D
David. I have tried similar shots and failed. I
think this is great.

Photographer: DIANNE M CILWAIN
Country: AUSTRALIA
F/

13 1/ 30 SEC ISO200 | 16 MM

This was taken late Saturday afternoon on
the roadside near Maleny which is a
hinterland town near where I live. The light
on the grass flowers was beautiful.

Feedback: B A RB A RA G IL B ERT
Country: USA
Beautiful colors. I really like this
photo with all the golden colors.
Great job

Photographer: JULIE N G
Country: HONG KONG
F/

22 1/ 10 SEC ISO100
In this photo shoot, I was planning to
capture the waves movement with a
slightly slow shutter speed during the
golden hour. After shooting for maybe
1.5 hours, I have packed everything
and was ready to go. But looking at
the series of photos I shot, the water
wasn't right. I did not get the waves I
wanted. So, okay, I got back and tried
a few quick shots. And yes, the waves
came. This photo was taken
handheld.

Feedback: K ERI D OW N
Country: A U ST RA L IA
This is quite a dreamy shot for me.
The bridge is really soft yet the
shoreline looks painted to me. Really
very nice shot Julie.

Photographer: L ISA C H A PIN
Country: U SA

Feedback: C H RIST IN E R O C H ER
Country: A U ST RA L IA

CANON REBEL T4I | F/ 4.5 1/ 1000 SEC ISO125 | 80 MM

You have captured a beautiful silhouette and the
golden glow of daybreak is magical! Very creative
to use the leaves to kind of shadow the sun a bit,
otherwise it would have been overpowering. A
way to improve on this image would be to have
the sun forming a star through the leaves by
adjusted your aperture. Well done at using your
surroundings, this is exactly what we as
photographers should be doing, there is so much
going on around us. A excellent first sunrise!

It was a cloudy morning and was just getting the
sun peeking through the clouds. This is not the
most dynamic or "take your breath away" photo
compared to the others here. I feel a little
inadequate and intimidated because I don't have
the beautiful scenery (beaches, harbors,
mountains, etc.) that I see in a lot of the photos
posted here. But through this Boot Camp I'm
trying to look at my surroundings differently and
look for the beauty that is available to me. Trying
to be inspired by what I have!

Photographer: M A RT IN H U L L
Country: U SA

Feedback: A L EX C O O K
Country: N EW Z EA L A N D

F/

That's a "wow" photo alright, and a great
example of how opportunities can
suddenly appear out of nowhere. Right
place, right time, right gear, right skills =
great result!

1.2 | 56 MM

Taken December 2017. It was an odd morning the
sunrise was 'meh' which to itself was even a surprise
since at that of the year it is normally just grey skies
and wet. So went looking for other options and seen
this tree with the sun "ball" coming through and then it
happened - the sun reflecting upon itself! Was not
expecting that. It is mostly sky because nothing
impressive below the road at the bottom of the frame.

Photographer: B REN D A P OT T S
Country: U SA
F1.9

BEFORE

1/ 1250 SEC ISO50

I took this at sunrise (3:45 AM) in 25F
temps. Normally, I'm not getting out of
bed to take sunrise photos, but this was
a not-to-miss opportunity, as my
husband so helpfully pointed out
(before he went back to sleep). The
only post-processing is a crop and
straighten. I haven't quite decided if it
works, as it breaks so many 'rules', but I
kind of like that it breaks the rules.

Feedback: K ERRIE C L A RK E
Country: A U ST RA L IA

AFTER

Very nice Brenda. I especially like that
glimpse of light on the right of the
frame. That's one big boat you're on!

Photographer: D O RIS N EL SO N
Country: U SA
F/

10 1/ 125SEC ISO400

Sunset at the Garibaldi Pier. It used to be the boat
house for the Coast Guard. They do not use it
anymore. People do like to fish off the pier. I tried to
darken the clouds a little. Otherwise, I I did not do
very much with the photo.

Feedback: A N N ET T E H A L LO RA N
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Hi Doris, this is a lovely photo. Your
composition is perfect in my opinion and the
reflections and soft colour make me feel that I
am there. Well done.

Photographer: K AT H Y P OT T ER
Country: U SA
F/

5.6 1/ 1500 SEC ISO160 | 27MM
This was one of those evenings where I almost
didn't head to the beach because of an
approaching storm. I was happy I did though
as the sunset was amazing. I am going to look
through Brent's sunset/ recipe cards to check
on my settings for the next opportunity to take
a sunset photo.

Feedback: T ERRI C A RR
Country: U SA
Wonderful light and love the way the rays of
sun peak thru the bottom of the clouds. I can
feel the oceans movement. Gorgeous color
and life to this photo and composition is
perfect. Nice Job!

Photographer: SHANNON W OOD
Country: USA
F/

10 1/ 3200 SEC ISO400 | 129 MM

I used Brent's Recipe card for Lake Dusk Shot as a
starting point for my settings, but I used aperture
priority mode, so my camera chose the shutter
speed. To be honest, most of the photos I shot that
day included the sun in the frame, but I was
pleasantly surprised to find that excluding the sun
really created the golden glow I was hoping to
capture.

Feedback: R O D N EY C H A RLTO N
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Shannon, Great golden tones and I like the
composition with the boat. The "other than the
sun" photos often surprise.

Photographer: V A L ERIE W
Country: U SA
F/

O RT H EN

11 1/ 100 SEC ISO160 | 70 MM
Taken last Sunday evening at 7:30PM on the
South Fork of the Snake River. My objective
was to catch the sun going down over the hill
behind the trees and show the water and soft
reflections. I tried to bring up the shadows in
post production however was unable to bring
them up anymore.

Feedback: L O N E H AU ERB ERG J EN SEN
Country: D EN M A RK
Nice shot with a very intense atmosphere in the
orange sky and clouds

Photographer: R IC H A RD H U T SO N
Country: U SA

Feedback: P ET ER B RO DY
Country: U SA

N IKON D70 | F/ 5.3 1/ 200 SEC ISO100 | 90 MM
I'm posting this photo from a few years ago
taken at sunset in early November at Dancing
Coyote Beach, Inverness, California.

Breathtaking scenery. The mountains and clouds
are so soft and smooth. Peaceful.

Photographer: R O D N EY C H A RLTO N
Country: A U ST RA L IA
F/

3.2 1/ 200 SEC ISO200 | 40 MM

Here is a photo of our Grevillea 'Robyn Gordon'
in our backyard yesterday afternoon. The rain
and overcast skies have gone and there finally
was a nice golden glow from the setting sun.

AFTER
BEFORE

Feedback: C H RIST IN E R O C H ER
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Lovely tack sharp image. I am always
intrigued by the shape of the Grevillea
flowers. You have captured great bokeh
with this lens too.. Well done Rodney. :)

Photographer: E L IZ A B ET H C H IA N G

Feedback: B REN T M A IL

Country: U SA

Country: A U ST RA L IA

F/

4 1/ 40 SEC ISO100 | 24MM

I took this sunset photo when we were out on
Safari in South Africa. The sky was just
amazing. We had stopped for a break and
drinks. I did not have a tripod (not really space
in the safari jeep for a tripod) so this was
handheld. I guess I could have used a high
ISO so I could use a smaller aperture.

Magic capture - I do like these silhouetted
trees in the foreground. Those clouds really
do rock! I'm missing Africa right now (my
motherland) but I'm in the process of
organising a photo safari for next year. The
more I look at your image the better it seems
to me - those clouds on the top left draw me
into your image kind of like leading lines.
Excellent work.

Photographer: VICKI M UDD
Country: USA
F/

5.6 1/ 1250 SEC | 200 MM

The US Midwest went from winter to summer
this year with unseasonably hot temperatures
and heat indexes in the 100 degree marks
with humidity levels over 70+%. In other words,
it is unbearably and dangerously hot until
long after the sun has set. This is a sunset. So,
I am posting a sunset image that I shot some
years ago in Forest Park in St. Louis.
Hopefully, the weather will become more
tolerable soon and I will post newer Golden
Hour photos.

Feedback: C H RIST IN E R O C H ER
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Gorgeous colour you have captured with
natural silhouettes! I love the soft hues on the
left. Very nice!

Photographer: E U GEN E B RA N N A N
Country: USA
SONY A-7 | F/ 22.0 1/ 13SEC ISO100 | 70 MM
Fishing Boats were taken at Joe Patti's
Seafood in Pensacola, FL just at sunset.
Colors remain in the sky behind the boats.

Feedback: C H RIST IN E R O C H ER
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Gosh! I love the brilliance of this photo. It is stunning
Eugene. Tack sharp, great composition and wonderful
silhouette on the horizon too! I can see why The Sony
A-7 has received such rave reviews! Well done!

Photographer: R O D N EY C H A RLTO N
Country: AUSTRALIA
F/

5.6 1/ 320 SEC ISO200 | 40 MM

W hile clouds are good for the Golden Hour, since this
month's challenge started the the sky near me has had
clouds thick and overcast most of the day and for most
of the week, including a number of days of rain. I am
only getting a "Grey" Hour and it is not looking to
change any time soon. So I have found a sunrise photo I
took last year at a beach nearby.

Feedback: D EN IS O 'B Y RN E
Country: I REL A N D
Rodney. Lovely shot. Nice sky and colours.
Like ocean. The swell behind the shore
wave gives a nice sense of movement in
my opinion.

Photographer: P H IL L B IRD
Country: USA
F/

5.0 1/ 500 SEC ISO250 | 600 MM

This is the first image that I have posted. Taken at
sunrise at a lake near my home outside of Denver,
Colorado. I was experimenting with manual mode
settings using a handheld 150 - 600mm lens at
150mm. I settled on a fast shutter speed to
compensate for hand holding the heavy lens.

Feedback: C H RIST IN E R O C H ER
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Golden layers across the waters and the
sky. And the silhouette of a bird too.
Magic!

Photographer: J A N IC E C H EN
Country: A U ST RA L IA
F/

BEFORE

AFTER

20 1/ 50 SEC ISO500 | 28 MM
Here is the sunset shot of the fallen
tree trunks at the beach in Taranaki,
New Zealand. I used the small
aperture to capture the sun rays and
highlighted the rays in the photoshop.
My question is that the Sun is still too
bright and I have bright clippings. But
if I reduce the bright clipping, I felt the
colour is not nice anymore. How
should I improve this photo please.

Feedback: M A RT IN H U L L
Country: USA
I like this version better. I like the
composition and the colors.
For the camera settings of images like
this maybe open up the aperture to
f14 from f20 to reduce risk of
diffraction but still get the sun rays.
And lower the ISO to 100 from 500. If
you don't have a ND filter then bracket
the shots so that you have more
dynamic range to assist with reducing
the highlight clips.

Photographer: B O N N IE S PO N SEL L ER
Country: U SA
F/

29 1/ 50 ISO 100 | 55MM

On Carter's Creek, VA. Off the Rappahannock
River.

Feedback: S T EPH EN B EL L ER
Country: U SA
I really like the way the color completely
inundated your photo. Also the starburst
around the sun, captured perfectly!

Photographer: B REN T M A IL
Country: A U ST RA L IA
F16

1/ 40 SEC AND ISO AT 160 | 24MM
From Goolawah National Park near Crescent Head.
Woke up early, noticed the stormy clouds and then
the light started to happen, that golden light. Grabbed
my gear (and coffee with cream) and rushed down to
the beach before those light rays vanished. The
waves were quite big and there was a long delay
between them. Managed to capture this shot with
reflection on the wet sand between waves.

Feedback: LY N N E M U RPH Y
Country: C A N A D A
One of my favorite types of shots.
Reflection, clouds and the sea. This has a
lovely sense of calm before action. Great
start of the day.

Photographer: K A REN H IL L
Country: A U ST RA L IA
My first image is another from Africa as the
late afternoon safaris provide perfect golden
hour light. Hope to get out and about this
weekend to take some new shots. I love
sunrise and sunset shooting and already have
lots of photos but there is always lots of room
for improvement.

Feedback: J U DY W A RD
Country: C A N A D A
Tough to capture a moving animal when
the light is starting to fade; I think you did a
great job considering the conditions. The
jackal is looking right at the camera! You
captured beautiful golden light for sure.

Photographer: G A RY K EESE
Country: C A N A D A

Feedback: S A RA O 'B RIEN
Country: USA

F/

Gary, wonderful colors and lines in the could. I
really like this one. The more you look at it the
more you see.

3.5 1/ 640 SEC ISO200 | 40 MM

I thought this was going to be an easy one
but I had a busy month didn't manage to get
out at the right time. Used one from a few
years ago. Taken from a campground on the
east coast (not far from Peggys Cove in Nova
Scotia).

Photographer: G A RY E D W A RD S
Country: U SA
F/

8 1/ 13SEC ISO100

Taken at sunset in the Colorado Rockies
outside of Granby. I got the aspen glow I
was looking for in this one.

BEFORE
af t er

Feedback: C H RIST IA N P IRO N
Country: B ELGIU M
Gary, beautiful scenery. As if we are
looking to 2 different worlds.

Photographer: K ERI D OW N
Country: A U ST RA L IA
F/

8 1/ 50 SEC

This is a sunset at Wellington Point. My
go to place. I was of course looking at
the sun then turned around and saw the
clouds catching the last of the light.

Feedback: S A RA O 'B RIEN
Country: U SA
I sometimes get my best shots by turning around.
We sometimes forget to look around after finding
something that captures our eye. Very well done!
Gorgeous shot!

Photographer: INGRID POMEROY
Country: USA
This photo was taken two nights ago in
Cottage Grove, Oregon. We are in Oregon
for our daughter's graduation from the
University of Oregon. Looking forward to
taking some shots along the coast on our
way back to California!

Feedback: C H RIST IA N P IRO N
Country: B ELGIU M
Ingrid, great sky. As if it is burning. But I
hope not! It gives a special feeling
looking at it.

Photographer: KAREN PADILLA
Country: U SA
This photo was taken at Ghost Ranch in New
Mexico on a stormy night. The sun's reflecting
on the butte (may be a mesa) was just
squeaking through the horizon and the bottom
edge of a huge black cloud. It's a stunning
place to visit with incredible sights to see.

Feedback: V IC K I M U D D
Country: U SA
Love the light and the shadows in this
one and the sky lends itself so well with
the white clouds and blue sky. Wonderful
capture!

Photographer: J IM A L B ERT SO N
Country: U SA
f/ 8.0 1/ 400sec ISO1250 | 116mm
I shot this while I was staked out at Fisher
Cap Lake in GNP waiting for a moose that
never showed up. This was the scene in
the background above the lake as the sun
slipped below the mountains.

Feedback: J U A N A CO STA
Country: U SA
Very nice shot. It looks like something I would find in
an advertisement for the Fantastic Four with that
large 4 on the lower left and then have them all at the
top of the mountain.

Photographer: J A N ET R H EA D
Country: A U ST RA L IA
f/ 11 1/ 160sec ISO200 | 18mm
This shot was taken in Girraween National Park (top of
Mount Norman), and has been enhanced slightly using
Lightroom. I really like the vastness of the landscape,
the way the sun is behind a cloud, and the single tree
that seems to be growing from the rock. I feel the
whole scene is very peaceful as it is so remote.

Feedback: V IC K I M U D D
Country: U SA
I really like the vastness of this shot. I
seems like it goes on forever. I agree with
your feeling the scene is peaceful. I
would love to just sit down by the tree
and watch the sunset. Great shot!

Photographer: L EIL A G O N Z A L ES S U L L IVA N
Country: U SA

Feedback: CHRISTINE ROCHER
Country: A U ST RA L IA

f/ 2.2 1/ 640 ISO250 | 4.15mm

Beautiful image Leila. Amazing shot with an
iPhone, especially that you got such clarity
deep into the image using such a wide
open aperture!

This sunset was taken in St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, some
months ago. It's almost the blue hour in this one. Slightly
cropped but no other adjustments.
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